
The public communications
regarding carbon and climate
change in general is bizarre. Whilst
there does finally appear to be
some momentum towards pricing
carbon, the public discussion is

still limited in its portrayal of what
is happening and of the choices
being made.

Whilst the consequences of moving away

from the status quo - black-outs and mass

unemployment apparentlyl - are often

heard, the vision of what might be possible

is rarely presented in a way that can be

grasped by the community at large.

This can be seen by judging the media

commentary of the subject. Examples include

reporting of increases in household bills

without mentioning offsets elsewhere. Then

there is the gross misrepresentation of the

contribution of ren6wable energy incentives

are making to power price increases. Maybe

these stories sell more papers.

Returning from a recent trip to China

early on a Sunday morning, I picked up

the weekend papers. Having just had a

week working with Chinese governments,

investors and companies on developing
projects that are going to see huge

environmental and economic development

benefits, the Australian press was sobering.

There was no talk of climate related

opportunities, no talk of building the

industries of the future and no discussion of
what we want the world to look like.

Clearly the community does not hold a

vision of the benefits that might be secured

through a different future. The cleantech

industry has neither created nor marketed a

vision that attracts people towards the idea

and leads newspapers to support it.

Without this vision, we will continue to
debate why some industries will lose profits

and some jobs will be lost without ever

seeing the choices we are making on what

future industries will never start and how

many future jobs will not exist.

lf we can create a vision of a sustainable

and prosperous future then the debate will

change.There have been pockets ofthis such

as Arupt visions of Sydney in 2030 and Tim

Horton's work in Adelaide. But it is limited.

Whilst probably ineffectual for its first few
years, it appears that a carbon price will start

soon. This will hopefully allow business to
consider the most efficient way to transition
with a consequent increase in the demand

for cleantech products and services.

There appears to be little doubt that in 20

years, we will have progressed a long way

towards a low carbon economy. Whether

Australia grasps the opportunities being
presented along the way both to build
new industries and improve the effrciency

of existing ones will be determined by the

decisions we make now. Without creating a

clear and inspiring vision of the future, many

of these opportunities will be lost.

The country's current collective vision for
the future appears to be as the quarry

of and beach resort for China. A more

inspiring vision is of a nation at the forefront
of designing cities and industries that
thrive through acting sustainably and

whose inhabitants have more fulfilled and

connected lives.lf this can be sold to the

community, it will provide politicians with
the confidence to be bold and allow the

country to achieve its potential. @
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